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Fund Position Accumulative Yesterday 

Corn -102,661 -1,000 

Soybeans -1,182 -7,000 

Soybean Meal 68,619 -2,000 

Soybean Oil -38,502 0 

Chicago Wheat -134,474 -2,000 

KC Wheat 15,129 0 

CORN: HIGHER 

After pushing higher in the overnight session, the Friday 
rally only lasted a short while in the day session leaving 
the corn market to turn red feeling the pressure form the 
wheat and soybean markets. However, unlike the other 
two, corn still found some support and ended the day 
within a penny or two lower. CFTC data on Friday 
afternoon showed managed money reducing their net 
short position by a little over 17.6K contracts over the 
past week leaving them net short 91,985 contracts. As 
we start the final full week of May, planting will be on the 
forefront of the market’s mind with final planting dates for 
crop insurance just around the corner. Overall, this spring 
planting has been ahead of schedule at least nationally, 
with the only area falling behind this year’s pace being 
the northern Midwest and forecasts for this week look to 
be open for planting. This morning corn is pushing higher 
to start the week rebounding off Friday’s failed rally.  
At the break, CN23 6 ¾ higher. 
 

SOYBEANS: HIGHER 

Let’s see if the night session gains hold today.  Rains out 

west where needed will be a positive for a crop in that 

area that was a question mark to even get planted and 

growing until recent rains.  More still needed there but we 

are beyond a start now on getting the drought diminished 

in that region.  Key to prices though may be watching the 

next 10 days and beyond in the US as less moisture 

predicted where the main growing region is as the 

eastern areas are expected to see below normal with 

slightly elevated temps.  Highest temps are in the far 

north and into Canada for that time frame with much 

above predicted.  Also of note, Iowa is left dry in NOAA 

7-day forecast.  Exports will continue to be needed in NC 

as we have seen a heartbeat but need a strong regular 

pulse to keep from adding excess carry out to the S/D 

tables.  Bean spreads are stronger today, adding inverse 

in OC and removing some carry in NC.  OI up across the 

complex on Friday. CFTC showing gains in meal longs 

by funds while beans lost close to 28K of their longs and 

oil added another 21K to the short position. 

 

Beans: V-268,522/OI-644,877(+3,064) Meal: V-

135,038/OI-478,089(+782); Oil: V-161,175/OI-

536,549(+4,472) 

At the break, SN23 13 ½ higher. 

WHEAT: LOWER 

KC wheat closed sharply lower on Friday, posting the 
second day of heavy losses, as the market shows how 
overpriced the HRW contract is compared to the global 
market. Much of the pressure last week came as traders 
caught up to recent reports of EU wheat trading into the 
U.S. as a replacement for HRW in the milling market. The 
CFTC showed funds added 9k contracts to the KC net long, 
reducing shorts by 7k contracts, and cut the Chicago wheat 
short by 4k contracts, as of 5/16. The KC/Chicago spread 
has relaxed from the high, seeing a correction in the 
relationship, but the move in Chicago wheat will play a role 
in where KC goes. Cash markets have been quietly steady, 
but there are some reseller shorts surfacing and some 
quality issues making it difficult to finish out old crop 
contracts. Look for KC wheat to continues its retracement 
of the rally, but will see some support from stronger row 
crops. 
At the break, KWN23 was 9 lower 
 

CATTLE: STEADY-LOWER 
This past week finished with a cash cattle market fully 
developing at $170 in the South, steady with prior week, but 
then $178 live and $280-282 dressed in the North, call that $2 
higher than prior week and firmer than seen at mid-week.  
Futures finished firm as well, and into new contract highs 
across the feeders and deferred live cattle months.  Friday 
afternoon’s monthly COF report was about as neutral as they 
can get - May 1 on feed 96.6% of a year ago, April placements 
95.8%, and April marketings 89.9% all very near the pre-report 
estimates.  While not unexpected, this slowed marketing total 
fell 4% short of what our model calced as available supplies 
and does fit with the steadying carcass weights and less 
current supply picture which has been brewing for several 
weeks.  Also Friday afternoon an atypical BSE case was 
announced in a South Carolina cow.  The US’s most recent 
case in 2018 had zero impact on trade or markets and we’d 
expect similar this go around, though China is a much larger 
trade partner today than in 2018, and did just shut off Brazil 
trade for a few weeks earlier this spring for a similar incident. 
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